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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNY YUEN
Brantford Elementary
Project: Wild Bee sanctuary/garden
This year has been a remarkably interesting one. Originally, I had received the grant for field trip to clean up Stanley
Park’s shoreline, as we have been learning about helping the environment. The field trip was supposed to happen in
April, but with the Covid-19 restrictions, I was no longer sure that we would be able to take the students on a field
trip. Even though this was the case, I was happy that I could think of another way to incorporate a project that would
still impact the students by planning it alongside my indigenous plant unit. We were learning about the importance of
pollination and how honeybees are not the only pollinators. We then went on learning about different indigenous
plants. There was a plant introduced each week by a talking solitary bee. This is how we started talking about
different kinds of bee. Most bees were mining bees underground. These native bees are having their homes taken
away and their population are declining due to pesticides and biodiversity issue we have in our lawns. So, division
16 decided to make a safe place for wild bees. The students were thrilled to receive separate bee kits to make a bee
sanctuary by planting indigenous wildflowers that they could spot on walks in their neighborhood.
This project was separated into 3 stages/weeks. In the first week, we planted the seeds in pots and talked about the
different kinds of bees and native flowers we might see. During the first week, it was the also the first week back to
school, so I had a chance to see the difference.

2nd week made bee house and nesting tubes for mason bees. We also gathered natural objects such as hay and
pinecones to attract insects to show that our homes were insect friendly and safe. We also observed the different
stages of our seedlings. (Seedlings to germination to sprouts and then to plants)
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3rd week: I planted them into the ground and made posters to review what we learnt. The in-class students were
excited to show students online what they did in class. The students at home showed photos of their seedlings and
their bee homes as well along the way. Students at home also were welcome to plant their seedlings in the garden.

From division 16, we would like to thank the Emily Longworth committee for giving us this memorable opportunity.
MERCI BEAUCOUP!!!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JAYMYN LA VALLEE
Lynnmour Elementary School, North Vancouver
Project: Cedar Roses and the Importance of the Land

Due to the pandemic, I made changes to my project. I have a huge passion for place-based learning and the
environment. I am from the Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Nation and had the opportunity teach in a school in my territory. I grew
up in my community and have had the opportunity to work with plants throughout in my territories. I believe that
everyone can learn so much from working with plants and connecting to the land around them. I decided that I
would like to create a project where my students learned from cedar and the importance of cedar to the
Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Nation and Tsleil-Waututh nations. This project was made possible due to the generous funding
provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award.
Before the pandemic, I had planned on teaching about place-based learning and teaching them about the local
Indigenous groups. For this plan I was going to bring them out on the land and taking them to harvest some plants.
I had a class of 21 students and some of them did not plan on returning to school. I wanted to figure out a way to
engage them in placed-based learning from home. I decided that I would do cedar rose kits for them to work on at
home with their parents. They would have the opportunity to explore Indigenous knowledge, core competencies,
connect with the world around them.

We explored cross-circular themes, and we were able to incorporate social studies, math, writing, and science
through inquiry. Through this opportunity we were able to explore sustainability, connection and relationships with
the land, and community. My plan was to teach them through an Indigenous lens in a way that they felt excited and
engaged to understand new cultures and perspectives.
This project began with them learning to connect with the land around them. We went on weekly “walking
curriculum” walks, during asynchronous classes and synchronous classes. This was a way to explore the
environment around them and connect to their communities around their home.
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We then studied different cultures and different perspectives. I wanted to start with local Indigenous communities.
They already knew the names Sḵwx̱wú7mesh and Tsleil-Waututh, because they had them in the land
acknowledgement at their school. They didn’t fully understand how everything connected to the plants, territories,
and communities. I read them a few stories that connected us to what they knew as North Vancouver.
They loved the stories I told of the Squamish people, and I continued my lessons with them. I taught them about the
different clothing our people had and the different plants and foods we harvested. They were able to explore the
different plants we have in our own backyard and at our school. I had them create a nature journal, where we went
out to sit with our plant for a few weeks and look at the different changes that happen around it. This was to connect
them to place and the importance of caring for the environment.

This project then lead to me connecting it to weaving and made little packages for them to make a wool weaving
mat. They connected the wool weaving to patterns, community, and Squamish clothing. This was our final step
before I told them we would be making cedar roses.
Finally, in the last week of classes, I connected with a Squamish cedar weaver because I had not had the
opportunity to work with cedar before. I learned from the cedar weaver through a zoom call, and she showed me
how to teach my students to make cedar roses. All of my students were very excited!
We had 21 cedar rose kits created for the students. The students in class were able to make them with me in class.
The students at home were given the option to pick up their cedar kits and learn with me on zoom. The first part of
the lesson was me reading them a book about cedar and how it is the tree of life. They were taught about the
importance of cedar and connected to our previous learning about longhouses, clothing, and tools.
Each kit had a few extra pieces of cedar for the students to explore with later and create whatever they wanted. The
students were taught that cedar has a spirit to it, like all the plants we had noticed on our plant walks. They also
were taught that when working with cedar, they had to use self-talk to keep good energy. This was because it would
cause the cedar to be difficult to work with.
It took a few days, but they were all able to create a cedar rose with some help. I had the principal, our Indigenous
Education Assistant, and my School Advisor, all learning together. It was a success, and so many of them created
other things with their extra cedar.
Through this process, they were able to work on these big ideas in social studies and science:
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Indigenous knowledge is passed down through oral history, traditions, and collective memory.
Living things are diverse, can be grouped, and interact in their ecosystems.

The students were also able to learn social and emotional skills through this process, as it taught them to use
techniques to help them calm down. They were reminded that the first time you make something will not be perfect.
They reminded me that we always try our best! It was a great learning experience for everyone involved. They all
really enjoyed the lessons and asked to look at other cultures and continue their curiosity with other cultures and
practices.
I would like to say huy chexw a (thank you) to the Emily Longworth Memorial Fund and everyone who made this
project a possibility. It was an invaluable experience for everyone.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ANDREA REYES
École Simon Cunningham
Project: Plant Repotting Project
The Emily Longworth Award funded my repotting project with my students! I had my practice at École Simon
Cunningham in Surrey, BC and worked with a Grade 4/5 classroom. Given the new format of school due to Covid19 measures, only five students were able to participate in the lesson and activities, but it was nonetheless a
unique, exciting experience for those five students. In the previous weeks, we had learned about living beings (e.g.,
human and non-human animals, plants, and insects), and the environments they needed in order to survive, then
focusing more on plant needs. We watched videos and had lessons on how we could optimize a plant’s
environment, even if they are potted. For example, we learned how rocks at the bottom of the pot can provide a
natural filtration system for the plants, controlling the amount of water that absorbed by the soil. I showed them
pictures of plants and bee houses I’d found at the boardwalk at the New Westminster Quay. During this time, I also
organized a weekly “challenge” where students needed to interact with nature at/near their home, to encourage
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them to speak on these experiences during lessons. We learned about succulents, and how they are unique in how
they retain water in their leaves for long periods of time.

On a weekend, I visited RONA and bought the students soil, succulents, twine, and a plastic covering (in the case
that it was raining, and the students needed to work indoors). Thankfully, my friend had a whole pack of mason jars,
so we decided to use those for pots! The students were excited because they could see through the glass and see
the soil, roots, rocks, and water inside the jars. Given the small number of students, the project did not require as
many materials!

RONA

Students searching for rocks and putting them in the mason jars.

I provided students with shovels, mason jars, soil, and succulents. Together, we sought out rocks on the school
grounds and placed them into the mason jars. The students were really excited to find their own resources.
Afterwards, we added and compacted the soil and, gently, repotted the succulents. We found it funny that in some
cases, it was difficult to fit the succulent into the mason jars. Nonetheless, the students were very respectful and
careful.
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Our repotting experience.
I connected to the Grade 4 Science Curriculum Big Idea which states that “All living things sense and respond to
their environment”. For learning standards, we applied: making observations about living and non-living things in the
local environment, transfer and apply learning to new situations, and demonstrate curiosity about the natural world.
We also identified First Peoples perspectives and knowledge as sources of information, applying a First Peoples
Principles of Learning in a lesson, “Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on
connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place). I spoke on how we can learn about plant needs
through our videos and lessons, but we also need to experience this learning, and see how all the different
components (e.g., nutrients in soil, sun, water, rocks, carbon dioxide, etc.) are needed for the plant’s survival. The
students were not too familiar with these principles of learning, but understood the analogy of needing to go on a
bike in order to learn how to ride it, and not simply listening to someone explain how to do it.

PowerPoint slides for one of my lessons, identifying a First Peoples principle of learning.
I would like to send a huge thank you to the Teacher Education Office and Emily Longworth’s family, for providing
my students with an experience that, amid the pandemic restrictions, rendered them happy and engaged.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MIREYA HOOPER, ASHLE E YOON, NICOLETTE ZAURRINI
School name: North Ridge Elementary
Project: Various Virtual Reality Field Trips & Learning Experiences

VR Cardboard Goggles with our school’s logo

A screenshot from a video sent by a parent of a Kindergarten student. The student (ELL, new to Canada) is
describing what he is seeing, using different words (“I see a circle thing here…”) and exclamatory phrases (“Wow!
Amazing, Mom!”) to talk about his experience.
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Summary of activities and how they related to curriculum and learning outcomes.
Kindergarten | Ashlee Yoon: Virtual Learning: Honey Bees
Each week, I sent my students a link to a virtual field trip that was related to the theme that we were studying that
week. For the students’ first VR field trip, I sent a link that talks about honeybees
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGM2-qI6jX4&t=110s) since we had originally planned to go to the Honeybee
Centre to learn about pollinators and flowers with the Emily Longworth Award. I provided a summary of the video for
the parents because a lot of them are more comfortable in a language other than English, and I also provided a list
of suggested questions that the parents could talk about with their child.
Through their Virtual Reality field trips, students had an opportunity to



Use sources of information and prior knowledge to make meaning
Engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers, as appropriate, to develop understanding of self, identity,
and community
 Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding
 Use language to identify, create, and share ideas, feelings, opinions, and preferences
 Practice oral language strategies: asking questions related to the topic; making personal connections;
making relevant contributions to discussion
(from BC Curriculum’s English Language Arts - Kindergarten)
During the online learning period, I called homes weekly to talk about students’ VR field trip experiences. A lot of the
students would talk about what they saw very excitedly; I could see that they were naturally practicing their oral
language skills while doing so. Many of the parents also expressed gratitude for providing them with this equipment.
Grade 7 | Mireya Hooper: Virtual Learning: Ancient Civilizations
Using the VR Goggle I was able to make our remote learning social studies unit on Ancient Civilizations an
interactive and fun experience! I had my student’s go on virtual field trips to several ancient places including, Rome,
Greece, Egypt and China. Through Google tours students were able to read (or listen to) rich information about their
daily destination while exploring the sites in virtual reality. Students were given several questions to answer about
their daily destination. I asked a variety of questions to ensure that all of the learners in the class were able to be
successful and challenged! By using the VR goggles students were able to:






Learn about how ancient civilizations shaped the modern world.
Strengthen their reading comprehension and observation skills by responding to questions and reflecting on
their experience.
Argue their perspectives and apply their critical thinking skills to ethical issues (Should ancient artifacts be
kept in museums outside of their country of origin? Was it truly democracy if all ancient Greeks couldn’t
vote?)
Use their imagination. We used the scenes from the VR tours as prompt for creative writing.
Improve their digital literacy by learning to read “app allowances pop ups” when downloading the google
tours app.

As a class we discussed how using the VR goggles was going in our weekly class conferences and tutorials. My
students really enjoyed the experience. One student described it as” the most fun she has ever had learning about
history”. It was really wonderful to see the students happily engaging with their work! Sadly they were not
comfortable sending me photos of themselves using the googles. Overall it was a very positive experience and I
received many thank you phone calls and emails from parents and students!
Grade 4 | Nicolette Zaurrini: Sun, Moon & Earth Virtual Workshops: Macmillan Space Centre
I am so happy that I was able to give my students the opportunity to explore virtual reality videos while learning
about the Sun, Earth, and Moon. I initially wanted to take my students to the H.R. MacMillan Centre, however due to
the current climate, they got the opportunity to experience the Planetarium through an enhanced virtual platform.
The Virtual Reality (VR) Goggles were so much fun and very interactive, especially because my students could go
on a few field trips to the Moon and around the Sun. These VR goggles are multimodal and are inclusive to visual
learners and auditory learners.
Summary:

Through their Virtual Reality field trips, students had an opportunity to…
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-

Use their questioning and predicting skills when analyzing videos or photos

-

Develop their observation skills when learning about the phases of the moon and how the orbital motions
cause changes in living and non-living things

-

Reflecting on what they see, what they learn about, and their previous experiences.

-

Communicating student ideas in a variety of different ways

Throughout our experiences teaching online, I conducted weekly Microsoft Teams meetings so that the students
could have the opportunity to communicate with one another. This was also a way for me to interact with students,
conduct lessons, and see how they are doing. We had many discussions about the VR Goggles and I heard nothing
but great reviews! The students found it easy to navigate, and each of them had a cellular device at home that they
could use to implement the daily lessons. With all said and done, it was an incredible journey that I got to experience
with my fourth grade students and I cannot wait to use these VR Goggles again in the classroom.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JAN DYSON
John Henderson Elementary School
Project: Ancient Egyptian Science & Art: Take-home kit with hands-on materials and activities to enhance
Ancient Egypt curriculum
Thank you so much to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award selection committee for allowing a repurposing of my
classroom grant, originally earmarked for a day paddle boarding with Ocean Ambassadors, which was cancelled
due to CoVid-19. Instead, I arranged to use these funds to enhance a Socials unit on Ancient Civilizations with a
focus on Ancient Egypt. Through the grant, I provided students with some related projects to work on at home. The
goal was to provide opportunities for device-free time with more exploratory activities to enhance student learning,
as well as providing cross-curricular connections to science and creative arts.
Here are the activities/inquiries we completed as a class community:




Mummification: Provided materials for students to mummify apples (apples, salt, baking soda, jars),
including a control apple, mummification apple, and an inquiry of their choosing. Cross-curricular: Scientific
method, Predict-Observe-Explain.
Creating a sourdough starter: It is all the rage now, but growing and culturing yeast has its origins in Ancient
Egypt! Provided flour and jars. Cross-curricular: Scientific method, Predict-Observe-Explain.
Cartouche: Learned basic hieroglyph symbols and phonics and used this knowledge to design a name
cartouche on 8x10 canvas panel, using pressed charcoal or soft oil pastels. Cross curricular: Creative Arts.

On May 20th, 2020, Ancient Egyptian Science & Art kits were picked up outside the school. All VSB protocols for
item pickup were followed, including staggered arrival times, cones to ensure physical distancing during line up,
properly prepped materials, and safety precautions for staff. I coordinated with school and district administration
regarding distribution. Most students came to pick their kits up on pick-up day, and it was great to see them and
have a short visit. They were all so much taller! I was able to distribute another 3 on Friday and was able to add in
these new lessons to the curriculum during the remainder of my practicum.
First up was an Ancient Egypt themed science experiment – Cultivating Wild Yeast. This inquiry-based longer-term
science experiment made connections not only to their current Socials unit, but also served to introduce the
scientific method, using a modified predict-observe-explain format. Growing and baking with sourdough has been a
popular pastime during the CoVid-19 quarantine period, so this project made connections to popular culture and
trends as well and provided an activity that students could work on with their families.
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Students were really keen to engage with offline learning during this Pandemic time.
Seeing students engage with the activity and share their observations and pictures
showed me that when planning remote teaching, it is important to find ways of learning
that can be separate from online assignments. I enjoyed creating videos for this series of
lessons. While videos do not replace classroom instruction, it was fun to video from my
kitchen, and try out features such as time-lapse, to show the science behind this activity.

It was great to read student predictions of what they thought would
happen in their sourdough starter jars. Their observation charts were
also wonderful. Some students even included emojis as observations,
which I thought was so creative (mostly around how badly they thought
their starter smelled)! Students used their scientific knowledge and
research skills to explain the science behind their starter and gave
explanations as to whether they thought their experiment was a
success, and why. It was also great to see pictures of their experiments,
and to find out what baking plans the students had in mind for their
starter!

Science was also part of the second activity, this time mummifying apples. To supplement
the socials lesson on mummification, students created their own version of Natron, the
special salt used by Egyptians to preserve bodies after death. Students used a peeled
apple to simulate a human body. We also learned about controls and variables; we used a
plain apple as a control, and students could choose the variable for the 3rd jar. Students
observed their apples over time, including visual observations as well as measurement, to
see the effects of Natron on decomposition.

Our last project had cross-curricular ties to visual arts. We learned about
hieroglyphs, and students applied their learning by creating their own
royal cartouches, which is a royal way to display your name. We learned
about how to use phonics rather than letters to approximate Egyptian
written language, and students used charcoal/oil pastels and canvas
panels to create their own cartouche.

Because of the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, I was able to provide creative, offline activities for my practicum
classroom during CoVid-19 that tied into the grade 7 curriculum and made for some very memorable learning!
Thank you so much to UBC and the Longworth family for considering unique ways to reapply the funds on short
notice. Supplementing my planned teaching with these additional projects benefited not only the students in my
classroom but gave me a better understanding as a Teacher Candidate about how to support and nurture offline
learning in an online classroom.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CINDY CHOI & STEPHAN IE LYNCH
Simon Fraser Elementary School
Project: Hands-on Chemistry in a Virtual World
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Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, the opportunities in our practicum were broadened. We originally
planned to bring our grade 6/7 classes on a field trip to Grouse Mountain, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic we
were unable to do so. While brainstorming other ways to put the funding to good use, we realized that our grade 6/7
classes had a special interest and passion for science and were disappointed that they were not going to get their
last science unit for the year. Therefore, we decided to put together chemistry kits for students to get a full hands-on
experience at home, which proved to have a strong positive impact on the learning of all students. We are excited to
share the specifics of how the Emily Longworth Memorial Award enhanced home learning for our students!
Summary of Activities:
Preparation: Chemistry Kits

Preparing the chemistry kits to ensure each student had materials necessary for the learning activities.
To make sure that each student had access to materials no matter their home situation, we bought all the necessary
materials to provide an experiential learning opportunity for each student. We then put together 52 individual
packages for students to pick up from the school that would allow them to engage in the 7 planned activities which
supported the learning objectives of the unit. Some students were coming back to school starting on June 1,
meaning we did some of the activities in class. We planned for this by creating an “at home” kit, as well as an “at
school” kit for those students. If activities were done at home, students shared pictures in our Microsoft Teams
virtual classroom, helping to build the virtual community.
Week 1: Properties of Matter
Activity 1: Make Your Own Lava Lamp

Students enjoying their homemade lava lamps.
The first week of instruction included two activities. In the first activity, students discovered and developed an
understanding of the property of density, as well as got an introduction to chemical reactions by making their own lava
lamps using oil, water, and Alka-seltzer. With a focus on inclusivity, we made sure that students with exceptionalities
could enjoy and learn from this experiment as well. They were fascinated by how the colours spread in the water and
how the bubbles formed as they dropped a tablet of Alka-seltzer into the jar.
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Activity 2: Separating Salt and Sand

Students added water to their salt and sand, then filtered out the sand.
In the second activity, students were given a mixture of sand and salt and had to use their questioning, predicting,
planning and conducting competencies to determine how to separate the mixture. Students explored different
separation techniques including filtration, picking apart, settling, and evaporation. Through a combination of the first
and second activities, students learned about homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures, and how the unique
properties of pure substances allow us to separate mixtures. This concept obviously stuck with students, as many of
them referred to these experiments throughout future discussions to explain their reasoning or to support their
hypotheses.

The result: salt!
Week 2: Physical & Chemical Changes
In our second week, students learned about physical and chemical changes of matter. Students learned the main
differences to distinguishing whether a change is chemical or physical. For the second week of activities, we
experimented deeper with chemical changes of matter.
Activity 1: Alka-seltzer Rockets!
Students experimenting and recording their results
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We went over the safety precautions as well as a lesson about what a chemical reaction is and what variables affect
reaction time. Following this, we had a competition/experiment where students attempted to get the rocket to blast off
as close to the target time (10 seconds) as possible using Alka-seltzer and water. Students not only learned what
chemical reactions look like, but also thought critically about the materials they used to control their rocket. They were
actively engaged in making hypotheses about their rockets and testing their hypotheses. We extended the activity by
introducing different materials like baking soda and vinegar to see which combination of materials had the fastest
reaction time. The best part of this activity was watching students get fully engaged in their learning — they had so
much fun making their rockets explode!

Students having a blast with their rockets!

Activity 2: Which will rust faster?
In our second activity, students experimented with various liquids they could find at home to see if their metal materials
rusted. Students were very creative with experimenting with various liquids such as mouthwash, soda, sesame oil and
more. Students recorded their observations daily on the charts provided in their weekly chemistry package. Various
results were obtained, and students were asked to inquire and research into what caused the rusting, why certain
liquids made metal rust while others didn’t, and to identify the evidence that allows them to determine that rust is a
chemical change.

Week 3: Separation Techniques Part 2

Activity 1: Natural Dyes

The process of separating pigments from the natural ingredients.
During our third week of chemistry, students discovered some of the separation methods used by Indigenous people
of BC. We began by looking at the Eulachon oil separation method, where students had to evaluate which properties
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were being used to separate oil from the Eulachon fish. Students learned about natural dye techniques used by
Indigenous people and had the opportunity to experiment with making their own dyes using natural materials found in
the school garden. We also extended the activity by adding vinegar and baking soda to our natural dyes to see if any
chemical changes occurred.

Students exploring the school garden to collect natural materials.

Great results: naturally dyed yarn and fabric.

A purple dye made using purple cabbage, which changed colour when vinegar was added.

Activity 2: Engineering Challenge - Build a Centrifuge
Students engaged in an engineering challenge where they developed an understanding of the centrifugation
separation method. Students used their creativity and planning skills to design a centrifuge, ranging from using electric
scooter wheels, to salad spinners, to devices inspired by “Whirligig toys”. Some students were successful in separating
their mixtures, others were not, but this activity highlighted that science is all about experimenting, and that it is okay
for experiments to not go according to plan. Students reflected on their learning process and considered what they
might change in their design if they did this activity again.
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Ms. Lynch helping a student create a centrifuge.
Week 4: Crystallization

Activity 1: Growing Crystals
In our last week of chemistry, we looked at crystallization. After a short video on how crystallization works, we dove
in and had students make their own crystals. We used food colouring, pipe cleaners, different powders (borax, Epsom
salt, table salt, sugar) and hot water to make big and beautiful crystals. While students were dissolving the powders
in hot water, they observed the differences in the time it took them to dissolve their powders. Some students using
sugar were fast while students who had borax and salt were a little slower. We brainstormed why it may be slower to
dissolve salt particles compared to sugar and engaged in an interesting discussion of inquiry.
Final Remarks
We feel very fortunate to have received the Emily Longworth Memorial Award and that we were able to enhance the
home learning experience for our students. This chemistry unit has inspired students to continue using their scientific
skills and competencies to explore the world around them. During the end-of-year reflection, many students said that
this was their favourite unit of the entire year — a testament to the impact that it had. With the utmost gratitude, we
say thank you for making it possible to give our students a science unit that they will remember!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MARVIS WEN
Armstrong Elementary School
Project: Curriculum/Learning Packages for Math, Social Studies and Art
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SANDRA FONG
Hastings Elementary
Project: Wonder Kits
Thank you so much to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award! While our original plans to visit Grouse Mountain had
changed due to the pandemic, the provided funding enabled me and my School Advisor to provide ‘Wonder Kits’ to
our Grade 1 students. Our vision for the Wonder Kits was to provide resources that would support the delivery of our
online learning curriculum (at-home) as well as our in-class learning curriculum for students who were back to the
classroom. Each student received an individual kit which had multiple supplies including: a feature hardcover picture
book, planting supplies (radish seeds, dirt, jiffy pot), wooden bird house, magnifying glass, art supplies (markers,
pencil crayons, paint, construction paper, origami paper), additional supplies (pencils, erasers, sharpeners, scissors,
glue, chalk, and clipboard), and a skipping rope.
For the month of June, we decided to focus on nature and being outside. We felt this would be the best direction;
not only would being outside be safer from a health standpoint, but also we wanted to take advantage of the good
weather and allow our young students to move outside as much as possible, considering the long period of time
they spent being inside during quarantine.
With this theme in mind, we chose to include the book The Hike, by Alison Farrell, as the story that we would focus
on during Literacy. This story is about three children who go on an adventurous hike into the woods, in the Pacific
Northwest area. Throughout the story, the characters discover new things about the natural environment around
them including various plants and animals; and they record their findings in their journals. Using this as inspiration,
we included booklets that students used as their own personal ‘Nature Journals’. During the first week of studying
the book, students were prompted to write and record similar observations – for example: 1) drawing and labelling
plants they saw in the area, 2) thinking about different ways to name colours (e.g. red = cherry red, crimson, rouge),
and 3) thinking about how they felt when they completed something hard like climbing up a mountain.
During the second week, I worked with our students to plant both radishes and beans. In tandem to planting, our
class did a plant study exploring the different parts of plants, the needs of plants, and the radish life cycle. Hastings
recently installed a school garden, and we incorporated this into our nature study by taking our students out to look
at the plants that were currently growing. During this visit, students were asked to make drawings (using their art
supplies) of what they saw in the garden, and label the different parts of the plants. The school also had a starter
gardening kit, and we took advantage of this by making our own planter pots out of newspaper. The students
enjoyed this activity of using a wooden pot-maker device. We planted bean seeds together and students were asked
to identify differences between radish and bean seeds. In tandem to this, we also read Jack and the Beanstalk
during our literacy studies.
Continuing with our nature theme, we did a study on birds in the local area, talking about different species and wing
spans; we also imagined what our neighbourhoods looked like from a “bird’s eye view”, and students made their
own binoculars to help them bird watch. Students decorated and painted the bird houses from their kit; they were
encouraged to put provided bird seeds inside and hang them in safe places near their homes so that they could
observe birds from the local area.
During the month, we promoted healthy living by encouraging our students to keep active with daily physical activity.
In addition to outdoor time, we challenged our students to participate in a “Skipping Month” by jumping daily for at
least 5 minutes a day, using the skipping rope from their kits.
Overall, my school advisor and I are very thankful for how we were able to utilize the grant to support our class. The
students were thrilled to work with new supplies, they and were engaged throughout all our learning activities. Thank
you again, we are very grateful!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ANNA L ANGFORD AND SOPHIE WRINCH
Thunderbird Elementary
Project: Raz-Kids Memberships
Earlier this year, the two of us were thrilled to discover we had been awarded the Emily Longworth Memorial Award
for our two partner classes at Thunderbird šxwəxwaʔəs Elementary in East Vancouver. These two classes shared a
unique, open-concept learning space and engaged in daily collaboration between teachers and students, and so it
was important to us to keep this collaborative spirit alive in this project. Our original proposal was to take our two
classes to the Capilano River Regional Park in May, where we would participate in a guided discovery of how water
effects our world. Due to the Covid-19 school and park closures, however, our field trip was cancelled, and we
revised our proposal to accommodate for the new conditions of learning our practicum entered (i.e. remote
learning).
In accordance to our revised proposal, the two of us decided to reallocate the funds we received to purchase
memberships for both classes to Raz-Kids – an online resource that provides students with a wide selection of
levelled readers and interactive features that motivate and engage students with reading and comprehension. Due
in part to the significant cultural and linguistic diversity among the school population, literacy development has been
a priority for the school, and the two of us hoped that providing a resource like Raz-Kids would aid these efforts by
providing a resource students are able to use both in the classroom and at home.
The two classes include grade 1-3, and there are a wide range of reading levels among the 40 students. Designated
as a Tier One Inner City school, Thunderbird šxwəxwaʔəs Elementary provides extraordinary programs to support
its communities’ essential needs, but it is limited in its ability to offer students additional learning resources.
However, through Raz-Kids, which offers 29 levels of books, every student is provided with a selection of books at
their reading level, and as it is an online service the students are able to access these books on any internetcapable device both at school and at home (i.e. computer, tablet or smartphone).

Students reading from Raz-Kids at home.

Given the unusual nature of this school year’s spring term, we were unable to fully implement Raz-Kids into the
class routines as of yet. However, given the online nature of the program we hope that it will continue to be used by
students and families over the summer months as a way to continue practicing and developing their skills and
confidence in literacy. In accordance with the First People’s Principles of Learning, we recognize that ‘learning
involves patience and time’ – and we hope to honor this principle by providing students with a resource that they
may use to continue spending time on their learning. In the fall, Raz-Kids will be integrated into both classes Literacy
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Centers routine. Sophie has used this program before and has offered to provide continued support to Thunderbird
teachers as they learn how to use this program in class next year.
We would like to send our deepest appreciation and gratitude to the Longworth Family and those involved in the
fundraising that makes this valuable program possible. Having been able to play a part in supporting this beautiful
and deserving school community is something that we are both immensely grateful for, and we know that this
money will make a big difference for the learning journey of our students.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: TARA BURR & GREGORY MCGOWN
Cougar Canyon Elementary School
Project: Building an Outdoor Classroom; Community Garden
Weaving Together Technology & Nature: Blogging Our Experience to Engage Students via Distance
Learning
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award gave the students at Cougar Canyon Elementary School, in North Delta, the
opportunity to create a communal space, in the form of a community garden. This space within the school helped to
promote environmental stewardship and encouraged the creation of meaningful connections to the natural world as
well as each other. Together, we planned, implemented, and documented our experience on the following website
https://sites.google.com/deltalearns.ca/cc-garden/home . We are so thankful for this opportunity which was made
possible by the Longworth Family.
This project was a collaborative journey connecting 71 students from two grade one classes and a grade five/six
class. Though these were the main classes involved in the project, the garden was a space that welcomed all
students and staff at Cougar Canyon Elementary School. As the project unfolded, we noticed teachers and students
alike enjoying lunch in the garden, working on projects, reading stories, taking part in yoga, and much more.
The initial work on our garden project began in March. The grade five students began cleaning out the garden and
communal space. This work was linked to our Grade 5 ADST unit of building and planning, which uses the BC
Curriculum Big Idea “Skills are developed through practice, effort, and action.” The skills being developed were
planting, weeding, and cleaning the area. This skillset further developed for the students who were present during
June as they developed their ability to tend a garden and differentiate between weeds and vegetable plants.
The Grade One students took the beginning steps on a journey to rebuild the space together. With clipboards,
pencils and a map of the space, each child brainstormed ideas as to what they would like to see in the space and
how we could implement a plan. They began consulting with one another, sharing ideas and coming up with
extraordinary plans to begin upon their return from the March Break. Of course, nobody could have predicted that
our plans would be placed on hold due to the onset of the COVID-19 Pandemic. From that moment, the beginning of
our inquiry into gardening was placed on hold until our two teacher candidates began to brainstorm ideas as to how
they would keep this project active. Together, they decided to take turns visiting the space, on alternate days, caring
for the garden in hopes they would soon return to in-class sessions once again. Acknowledging that this was a
community experience, they wanted the children to continue to take part in the process and began sharing the
process through videos and images on a website. This part of our journey was unique and appreciated by the
students and families as we were able to foster the connections the students had made to the space through the
use of technology. The students were excited to watch the space transform as our work unfolded and were greatly
eager to take part in the process once we found out we would be re-entering the school in June 2020.
We began restoring the benches and communal learning space, planting seedlings, and taking part in a variety of
different activities within the garden. Students learned how to weed, water, fertilize, and maintain the plants as they
grew. They took great pride for the space and would often ask if they could add artistic elements to beautify the
garden, showing great care and consideration for our communal area. During the last week of June, the students
had the opportunity to witness radishes, peas, and lettuce growing, which was a very exciting and a lovely way to
say “farewell for now” to the space as summer break was fast approaching. The students expressed their eagerness
to return to the garden in the fall to re-enter and care for the space once again. One project we know will be taking
place in September will be the adding of student art to the benches by the incoming grade seven students.
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The final product of this project includes three refurbished and repainted picnic benches, several cedar logs for
sitting on, colourful birdhouses, a nature mobile, colourful signs for the garden, and four garden boxes hosting a
variety of vegetables, including but not limited to peas, cucumbers, tomatoes, radishes, lettuce, potatoes, and
squash. This space was intended to be a communal learning and relaxing environment, for students and teachers
alike and has been used as such. The students involved in this project have expressed great joy to be able to take
part in the cleaning and harvesting of the garden, as well as being able to enjoy the completed space. Our hope is
that in the next school year, students will be able to enjoy the garden as a space of relaxation and learning and will
continue to connect with and care for the space they have come to love. During our time at Cougar Canyon, we
noticed much greater use of the area and hope the students will continue to use the garden as an outdoor
classroom for years to come. One of the staff members said it well as she stated, “this project has helped to build a
space that will be known as a legacy for years to come, thank you”.
This project has truly brought forth the notion of community. As this started with only three classes, it has evolved to
encompass students from multiple grades as well as the custodial staff and teacher candidates. We have been
working together to help care for our beloved garden space and have greatly enjoyed the partnerships which have
evolved. As we prepare to leave Cougar Canyon, we are greatly pleased to hear the space continues to be used
and cared for by staff and students alike. This has been such a powerful experience for the school, and we look
forward to seeing what continues to evolve over time.
We are extremely grateful to the Longworth family for giving us the opportunity to move forth with this project and
creating a meaningful difference in the lives of students, staff, and our teacher candidates. This could not have been
possible without the generous contributions made by the Longworth family, and we are honoured to be able to carry
on the work and legacy of Emily Longworth at Cougar Canyon Elementary School. Thank you!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: HILLARY PAVELICK AND REBECCA JOHNSTONE
Mount Pleasant Elementary School
Project: Celebration of National Indigenous History Month
Our initial plan to engage our students in outdoor and Indigenous education through a field trip to Grouse Mountain
was cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Thankful though, many organizations have presented educational
learning opportunities online during this unprecedented time.
Thanks to the Emily Longworth award, we were able to engage our students in valuable content related to National
Indigenous History Month. The Summer Solstice Indigenous Festival, based in Ontario, was celebrated virtually and
the Bank of Montreal sponsored Education Days. These virtual workshops for children were offered throughout the
first three weeks of June. The workshops themselves were free, but we purchased materials that were either
required, or helpful, to supplement and continue the learning as well as ensure equity between in-class and at-home
learners. Additionally, before each workshop, all students and their families were sent a document containing details
on the performers and what they could expect to learn during the video.
The purchased materials were used for the following two workshops:
Make Your Own Rattle & Feel the Heartbeat Stomp: Presented by David Finkle & Indigenous Experiences team
Students followed along to a video learning how to make a rattle. These rattles were designed to simulate birch bark
and students learned the significance of this natural material. This conversation was continued in the classroom at
the end of the workshop as well. Our students used materials suggested by the Festival Coordinator, which included
paper rolls, white and black paint, tape, and a variety of dried goods such as popcorn, beans, and rice. The
workshop then continued to engage students in creating music and following along with a fun, interactive stomp
dance. We received great feedback from our students throughout and after this activity. Several students said they
enjoyed experimenting with the dry goods to see which sound they liked the best. Further, a couple of students
expressed that it was challenging to construct the rattle, but it was worth the effort because it was exciting to use
something they made to create music.
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“My Heart Fills with Happiness” and “When We Are Kind” Read-Aloud - Presented by Monique Gray Smith (Author)
Students listened to a virtual read-aloud by Monique Gray Smith and followed along with their own copy of “My
Heart Fills with Happiness” by Monique Gray Smith. During the workshop, students learned the significance of the
book and how the author came up with the idea. We chose to purchase the English and Plains Cree dual-language
version of this book. We love that it exposes students to both languages and offers an opportunity to ask questions
about languages and cultures different from their own. Additionally, the author intentionally leaves blank spaces at
the bottoms of each page so that readers can add in their own home language. By providing our students with their
own copy they can do this activity with their families and continue their learning in the months and years to come.
After the workshop, our students reflected on what fills their heart with happiness. Here are some of their responses:
“My heart fills with happiness when my mom gives me cuddles.”
“My heart fills with happiness when I see my friends.”
“My heart fills with happiness when I am with my family.”
“My heart fills with happiness when I play with my sister.”
“My heart fills with happiness when I bake with my dad.”
“My heart fills with happiness when I get Pokémon cards and when I cuddle from my family.”
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In addition, our students participated in three more workshops:
Our students were introduced to and played Inuit games and learned about Inuit culture (presented by Aalla
Metcalfe), made art using found objects from nature (presented by Emily Hoeflerp Brascoupeé), and watched a
Cultural Showcase including Metis jig, Inuit
throat
singing, and a pow wow dance (presented
by
Prairie Fire, Indigenous experiences and
Tarniriik).

Kindergarten Big Ideas
Language Arts:
● Stories and other texts help us learn about ourselves and our families.
● Everyone has a unique story to share
●
Social Studies:
●
●

Our communities are diverse and made of individuals who have a lot in common
Stories and traditions about ourselves and our families reflect who we are and where we are from

Kindergarten Curricular Competencies
Language Arts:
● Recognize the importance of story in personal, family, and community identity
● Create stories and other texts to deepen awareness of self, family and community
● Use personal experience and knowledge to connect to stories and other texts to make meaning
Social Studies:
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●
●

Acknowledge different perspectives on people, places, issues or events in their lives
Explain the significance of personal or local events, objects, people or places

Kindergarten Content
Language Arts:
● Structure of a story
● The relationship between reading, writing and oral language
Social Studies:
●
●
●

People, places and events in the local community, and in local First Peoples communities
Ways in which individuals and families differ and are the same
Personal family history and traditions

First Peoples Principles of Learning:
●
●
●
●

Learning involves patience and time
Learning recognizes the role of indigenous knowledge
Learning is embedded in memory history, and story
Learning involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and only shared with permission

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: GRACE YEH
Windsor Elementary School
Project: Cook Local, Eat Healthy Home Chef & Virtual Honeybee Centre Tour
My sincere appreciation goes to Emily Longworth Memorial Award. Thank you!
I was able to undertake two virtual projects with my Kindergarten class, in which they were able to gain an
invaluable experiential hands-on learning during my long practicum.
Activity 1: Cook Local, Eat Healthy Home Chef
The class participated a home cooking project and we virtually shared with the class during our final zoom session.
Before spring break, the class has been an active part of planting potatoes in the school garden. Since online
learning took place, they have been keeping a close eye on their growing potatoes by taking a walk to the school
garden when they can. They have also been learning about where food comes from, how it is grown, what does
food need in order to grow. We sent home with each student a “Farm to Table Food Bag” that consisted of local
food, class harvested potatoes as well as 1-2 simple recipe ideas for inspiration. They were ready to be distributed
and picked up by families a week ahead of the time. I used this opportunity for students to learn new cooking skills,
introduce them to healthy and nutritious local foods, and expand their literacy skills by being able to verbally explain
their cooking steps. We hosted a virtual cooking show in which students showcased their videos. The class also put
their social skills in use for peer evaluation during our zoom meeting. We also sent home two books for each student
as a participation prize for all students in memory of a virtually shared cooking experience with the class. Through
this invaluable learning experience, students were able to spark interest, curiosity and connection to nature, and to
inspire knowledge and further action for environmental stewardship. It provided a way for students to continue
building connections between the outdoor environment and appreciating what nature has to offer.
Activity 2: Virtual Honeybee Centre Tour
As a continuation to our theme of plants and nature, the class continued to explore topics of pollinators like
hummingbirds or other insects and animals that help grow our foods leading up to the month of June. The class
participated in a 30-minute live virtual Honeybee Centre Tour with Cassie, a qualified beekeeper to learn about the
fascinating world of honeybees. This unique way of BEE-ing together brought the amazing world of honeybees to
the forefront of education. We explored the honeybee and other pollinators as a keystone species in Earth’s
ecosystem, and featured honeybees as an integral species in our food web. Children were encouraged and invited
to develop inquiry questions such as “how do honeybees help plants grow? What are the connections between
humans and honeybees? Why are honeybees called pollinators?” As a way to encourage them to apply and expand
their knowledge, we had some prior discussions about our Knows and Wonders. Then, during the hive inspection,
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questions were addressed. In the end, we had a 15-minute follow-up meeting included to meet the learning
objectives. Based on the curricular competencies in Kindergarten, students are encouraged to demonstrate curiosity
and a sense of wonder about the world. Using an inquiry approach to stimulate children’s curiosity, conversations
initiated and unfolded naturally. In addition to the virtual tour, we sent home a Honey Tasting Kit with 3 varieties of
Honeystix per child that included a variety of flavours for honey tasting. This mutual partnership helped support the
local business during this economic crisis.
The class shared and created positive memories and connected their learning with the land as a connection to the
First Peoples Principles of Learning. Thank you once again to the Emily Longworth Award that made this
educational experience possible and shaped their positive connection to our planet for many years in the future!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CATE M AY BURTON & VICK Y MA
Royal Heights Elementary School
Project: Home Garden Inquiry Kits
With most of our students learning remotely from after Spring Break through to the end of the year, we sought to
turn our original project of taking our two classes to Tynehead Hatchery to experience both Indigenous (Musqueam
knowledge keeper Morgan Guerin) and Western (Serpentine Enhancement Society) ways of learning about salmon
and stewardship of the land. Keeping in the theme of connection with and relationship to the living world around us,
we designed a home garden inquiry project.

1. Planter with choice and mystery seed plantings.

The grant monies went towards purchasing a home garden kit
for each student (medium size planter, soil, Private Eye loupe,
nature journal, and seeds). Each child received seeds for one
vegetable of choice, and one “mystery” plant! A local
gardener from Growing Chefs! ® provided the expert advice on
choosing some good mystery seeds that would provide visual
and fragrant clues. We packaged and delivered these garden
inquiry kits to each student. Through online class meetings
and weekly work, students engaged individually and with their
families in the planting and caring cycle - observing,
questioning, and analyzing as their plants grew. Students also
shared out their work and garden progress with each other
virtually through pictures and online conversations. Another
key component of the project was inviting a local Indigenous
knowledge keeper to share a lesson to help students think

about their own role and purpose in the world.
Our students live in an inner city area and urban gardening is an exciting
prospect to them. They were thrilled to be planting their choice seeds and a
“mystery” seed. Students chose from different activities at every stage of the
plants’ development, and used their loupes to make detailed observations.
As well, they used all their senses to connect with the plant. Their inquiry
revolved around how a plant communicates what it needs and who it is.
One of the most delightful part of the project is how invested and motivated
the students in figuring out what their mystery seed was. One student who
had moved to another province to stay with family took his garden kit with
him and messaged us to say he had done the smelling and tasting activities
and still could not figure out his seed, and when could he please find out
what his seed was!
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2. Exploring first leaves activity.

3. Using the loupe to examine the seeds.

While engaged in the authentic complex task of growing vegetables, students practiced many curricular
competencies related to the science curriculum: planning and conducting, questioning and predicting, processing
and analyzing data and information, and communicating. Students also exercised the core competencies of critical
thinking and personal responsibility.
This project was an excellent entry point for Reconciliation
education. Our classes were inspired by the First Peoples’
Principles of Learning and the 4 R’s of Indigenous Education:
Respect, Relevance, Reciprocity, Responsibility. We encouraged
students to develop personal relationships to the Earth through
the patient and caring acts of gardening. We shared stories
written from distinct Indigenous perspectives (Métis-Cree and NaCho Nyak Dun) about human relationships with plants. Our
lessons included links to personal and social responsibility, while
also teaching students how embedded human life is in the morethan-human world around us.
The class learned about various forms of reciprocity, such as how
soil and plants and animals recycle nutrients for each other. As
part of reciprocal relationship, we encouraged students to think of
their responsibility to care for the natural world. We asked
students, “How can you take care of soil in a garden?” And we
talked about the essential role insects have in making soil healthy
for plants to grow.
We engaged with Indigenous traditions like harvesting plants for medicine or tools and gave students experiential
connections in respectful ways. For example, Ms. Cate’s class learned to weave on small cardboard looms, and
then talked about the Coast Salish use of roots in cedar basket weaving. Both classes also focused on experiential
learning and took students on walking field trips to connect to the local ecosystem all around the school.
For Indigenous Peoples’ Week, our friend Kyla Shields gave the students a lesson on her Okanagan First Nations
teachings. She shared a story about the trickster coyote learning his purpose from the Great Spirit. Then she taught
the students beading and told them a little about the traditional significance of beading for her ancestors. This lesson
resonated with our classes’ goals of respecting and honouring Indigenous knowledges, it gave Indigenous students
a chance to feel proud of their cultural identity, and it introduced more of a contemporary lens on the continuity of
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Indigenous knowledges across history. This experience complemented our garden kits unit by reinforcing how
interdependent humans are with the more-than-human world and how every small action has meaningful
consequences.
As a result of the home garden kit project, students spent time in nature and with nature – sometimes in thoughtful
observation, other times with hands in the dirt and connecting through all senses to the land. Through experiential
lessons and storytelling grounded in Indigenous pedagogies, our classes developed a reflective practice of caring
for their gardens and understanding the interdependence of our lives and the world we live in. In a few weeks,
families will also be able to enjoy some lettuce, radishes, peas, and arugula, as well as “mystery” dill, basil, bok choi,
and chamomile!
A Video “Thank You” to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award Fund:
https://vimeo.com/432040129/5c467270b2

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ANN LEE
École William Bridge Elementary (Richmond)
Project: LIGHTBOX multimedia resources on biomes
William Bridge Elementary is a dual track French and English learning community from kindergarten to grade 7. Our
class is composed of 24 students in a split grade 3/4 class.
The funding provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award helped to greatly enrich our grade 3/4 students
learning experience from home. Our initial proposal was to bring the students to Science World for an interactive
workshop called “Global Soundscape”. However, due to the pandemic, the field trip was cancelled. Fortunately, we
were given the option of submitting a re-proposal which allows us to spend our funding on online resources to suit
online learning platforms. The teacher-librarian had several excellent suggestions on how we could adapt our biome
unit to at-home learning. With our original funding for the Science World field trip, we were able to purchase 10
LIGHBOX Interactive multi-media web books on biomes, all of which are accessible by an unlimited number of
students at any time. The biome books were titled: tropical rainforests, tundras, deserts, oceans, polar regions,
deciduous forests, boreal forests, mountains, grasslands and wetlands.
Building up to this final project, our students had been building their knowledge and understanding of ecosystems,
and specific biomes such as tropical rainforests, taiga forests, deserts, savannas, and tundras in French. They did
this by accessing videos, age-appropriate news articles, as well as reading resources from the website “Epic!”.
Interwoven into their learning are guided inquiry questions on environmental protection, and core competencies
such as critical thinking, creative thinking and reflection. For example, students were asked what they can do to help
protect our environment. Furthermore, we have integrated aspects of First People’s perspectives by recognizing the
close relationship between First People and their close relationship with the environment. Furthermore, students
were asked to reflect on their relationship with the environment.
LIGHTBOX online books are rich learning resources that provide an alternative that is ideal to learning online, with
kid-friendly external links, videos, rich images and text. It was an ideal resource for our end-of-unit inquiry project.
Each student chose a biome to explore for their research project; their primary resource was the LIGHTBOX e-book.
The resources have been used towards a research project on the 4 characteristics of a biome: temperature,
precipitation, animal species and plant species. This was an interdisciplinary project which combined Science,
English Language Arts, Applied Design, Skills and Technology, and Arts Education. The various project options
included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Creating a biome triorama
Planning a dream vacation to a biome
Haiku and/or poetry book related to a biome
Other (If you have your own project idea, please email Madame Lee and get approval before starting)

The students were enthusiastic and excited to work on the project. They first completed a graphic organizer for their
biome (see PDF attachment). Then, they began working on their final project. Most students created a triorama,
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some chose to plan a dream vacation, while a handful of students chose the “other” option where they proposed
their project idea and received approval to proceed. Examples of approved project ideas included creating a
PowerPoint presentation, writing a fictional story or video about a vacation to the biome, and using block coding to
introduce the characteristics of a biome. Students continued to work diligently on this project until the last few days
of school, and their final projects are testaments to how much they’ve learned and enjoyed working on the project. I
was very impressed by the level of detail and thought, as well as the creativity demonstrated by the students!
Furthermore, many of them have also mentioned to me how much they enjoyed the project. I have received
permission from select students to share their project with the Emily Longworth Foundation (see PDF attachment).
We are grateful to the Emily Longworth Foundation for their generosity and flexibility in providing us funding to
enrich the students’ learning experience during this school year!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AMY SCOTT AND KARINA THIESSEN
Southlands Elementary School
Project: School Butterfly Garden Inquiry Project
Our initial plan for the Emily Longworth Award was to use the funding to take our two grade 2/3 combined classes
on a field trip to Spapayeq (Stanley Park), hosted by the Stanley Park Ecology Society, to learn about Indigenous
use of plants in the local ecosystem. With the school closure related to Covid -19, our plans for a field trip shifted to
promoting the health of the ecosystem our school is part of. The final International Baccalaureate Unit of Inquiry for
our students was an inquiry into how plants are a life sustaining resource, with a focus on sustainability and
resources. The Emily Longworth funding was used to contribute to two gardens: (1) a “butterfly way,” to serve as a
habitat for pollinators, as part of the David Suzuki Foundation’s Butterfly Project and (2) a circular vegetable
garden/outdoor classroom, including fall harvest vegetables for a potluck in the upcoming school year, Indigenous
plants, and a circular seating area for lessons.
The Butterflyway Project is a movement to promote “highways” of habitat for pollinators across Canada. Butterflies,
bees and other pollinators are essential for human survival but unfortunately, climate change and pesticide use are
compromising their habitats. Establishing a Butterfly Garden at Southland Elementary is a way of contributing to
pollinator health. It assisted our students in making the connection between humans, plants, and animals in an
ecosystem and understanding the importance of maintaining animal and insect habitats for the well-being of the
environment.
Students learned about the life cycles of plants and what they need to grow. We shared stories about how different
animals can be pollinators and contribute to plant growth. For example, hikers walking through the woods, bears
roaming the hillsides, and birds spread seeds while bees and birds also pollinate flowers. Additionally we explored
the different parts of plants people use and how reliant on plants we are as humans. Students that returned to
school in June had the opportunity to care for the garden and plant some seeds. Working the soil together gave
students of all ages, time to recognize the importance of good stewardship. While contributing to the school
gardens students developed awareness of their responsibility for their social, physical, and natural environments by
working independently and collaboratively for the benefit of their school, their community and the environment.
The garden also contributed to a wider sense of school community. Although not all students attended school inperson this spring, some students and caregivers visited the school specifically to tend to the garden and plant
outside of school hours. For example, one family grew marigolds to bring to the school. Families are also caring for
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the garden during summer vacation. When/if students return to school in the fall, they can participate in the
harvesting of the plants and in a school community picnic.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: KI ANA OLAFSON
Vedder Middle School
Project: Agricultural Unit: Gardening Project
I am very grateful for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award for funding a gardening project for my students during
practicum. The award allowed me to create and distribute gardening kits to all 57 grade 7 students in both of my
practicum classes at Vedder Middle School in Chilliwack, BC.
As a result of the global pandemic, all students were continuing their learning through an online platform. This meant
that there was a lack of opportunities for hands-on learning projects for students. As a fun and engaging way for
students to continue learning about agriculture at home, my School Advisor and I came up with the idea of creating
gardening kits for students to have a hands-on learning opportunity at home.
My SA and I assembled a variety of materials for the kits. We purchased
various plants (including strawberry, tomato, red pepper, eggplant, and
squash) in which each kit was given three. We also purchased gardening
supplies for each student (including containers, shovels, pruners, watering
cans, cups, plant hangers, and bubbles). Additionally, the Sardis Secondary
Farm was generous enough to donate soil for each student and over $200
worth of seeds to distribute into each kit. My SA and I spent an afternoon
assembling all of the kits and loading them into our vehicles.

The next day, along with two of the teachers and one Education Asst., I
delivered each of the gardening kits to students’ homes. This was a great
opportunity to connect with students face to face for the first time since the
start of the implementation of social distancing rules and since schools
transitioned to online. I really appreciated the opportunity to visit students at
their homes while delivering their gardening kits. All of the students
welcomed me and the other teachers with big smiles and were very excited
about receiving their kits and were looking forward to beginning to plant
their seeds. It was awesome to be able to check in with students and
parents to see how they were coping with everything and answer any
questions they were having about online learning.
Upon receipt of the gardening kits, students were asked to share photos of their gardens and the process of planting
their seeds. Many students eagerly shared photos right after we delivered their kits. Students were also asked to
label the foods in their garden with signs and share them with us so that they can track the foods and their progress
over time. The idea with the gardening kits was that students would be able to monitor their seeds and plants over
the summer months as a relevant and fun summer project. I also hope that students can continue to engage in
agricultural practices at home with their families and have conversations about what they are growing.
Prior to dropping off students’ kits, I delivered a couple of lessons highlighting the
holistic importance of agriculture on current and past civilizations as well as the plant
life cycle of various plants. Students were already very familiar with the importance of
agriculture as they studied early agricultural societies in Social Studies and survival
needs in Science throughout the year. They have also visited the Sardis Secondary
School Farm numerous times over the course of the year while engaging in
agricultural practices, including planting garlic and tulips, watering plants, digging soil,
and picking vegetables to take home. This project idea was an extension of the
students’ experience at the farm since they weren’t able to return in the Spring as
planned. Students were able to continue on with some gardening practices at home to
expand on what they learned and experienced earlier in the year.

Overall, I am very thankful for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award for the assistance with this project. This
experience was greatly enjoyed by the students and I am appreciative of the financial support received in order to
make this possible.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNIFER SARK AR
John Henderson Elementary School
Project: Art History for children (a book of collective artwork by students)

Due to COVID-19 all schools had to modify and go
through a transition to Distance Learning. In early May
2020 I decided to run a unit on Art History for kids
through My Blueprint (an online educational platform
used by Vancouver School Board, students and
teachers). This was a five week long online process. I
introduced my practicum class to one Master Artist in
history and the techniques they used to create their work.
Each week I made two short video lessons: life and work
of the artist and step-by-step video of teaching students
the technique. Over the five weeks students learned
about Frida Kahlo, Vincent Van Gogh, Emily Carr and
Andy Warhol. Students learned about these artists'
cultural backgrounds and the stories behind why their
work became well-known.

Week one - Frida Kahlo (Self-portraits) - Mexico
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A-UT_urLZhUA2Fgu_vVBcoB8zAeovW0O/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HQkfU7Or_GNL5ElsiqTcLQErSpwxVisiaq/view?usp=sharing

Week two - Vincent Van Gogh (Nature) - Netherlands
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k8uboOaiK03WXtKPrcnQ2vdCP9z9UaBY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5URBiTzF2lLgSGtEPAJce9HNY-WXTYa/view?usp=sharing
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Week three - Emily Carr (Landscape) - Westcoast, Canada
https://drive.google.com/file/d/154qwXjONZXDZ80PY4DnrGBDdoPpKTSRi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q7um25Tvh-r4y4VOPI29S_VwP4hxvDsd/view?usp=sharing

Week four - Andy Warhol (Animal Pop Art) - United States
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cqYuzYINvCU0BYjqH4KJrWv8iAK9v5Aa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cFDjs7vqblwxtSQeg6fMrasdlt955uIT/view?usp=sharing
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At the end of the unit all of the students' artwork was collected and was added to a collective Art Book, which was
printed and distributed among 22 grade 2/3 practicum students, school admins, teacher mentors and to John
Henderson school library. With the Emily Longworth grant I was able to print 40 hard copies of the book. I was also
able to print six extra copies with few blank pages in the book for those students who were not able to complete
lessons online due to various personal reasons. Each student received the final artbook and a small bag of some art
materials at the end of the school year.

I hope through this Art History project I was able to show children that famous artists around the world have often
noticed the beauty of daily life in isolation and teach them to look creatively at their own surroundings! Isolation is just
another opportunity to learn and continue to grow as an individual.
Connection to the BC Curriculum Big Ideas:
● People connect to hearts and minds of others in a variety of places and times through arts.
● Creative expression develops our unique identity and voice.
Curricular
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● Observe and share how artists (visual artists) use processes, materials, movements and
techniques.
● Express ideas, observations through creative work.
Content
● Visual Arts: shape, colour, pattern, repetition, contrast
● Processes, materials and techniques to support art activities.

Self-assessment
By: Gade 2/3 students
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNI RAINE
School name: Captain James Cook
Project: Colour Poems and Mask Making
The objective of this project was to incorporate poetry and art into a creative project that allowed students to explore
their own identity. Through writing colour poems, the students were able to think about their traits, pastimes, and
preferences through personification, descriptive language, similes and metaphors.
The process of coordinating the collection of supplies, communicating with students and arranging pickups was a
lesson in juggling several factors and practicing organization. I picked up the supplies at a few different stores. I got
some curious looks due to the number of masks I was trying to carry at one time, but a knowing smile when I said it
was for teaching.
I had to think through what the students would need to complete the project on their own from home. This shift to
online learning has taught me a lot about equity, and how I cannot assume that students will have materials unless
they are provided.
During an online meeting, students began by
brainstorming different traits of colours. They
decided, for example, that yellow is bright, warm,
and friendly. We tried to guess colours for both
myself and the classroom teacher, and the
students had fun discussing their choices.
It was wonderful to hear how students interpreted
their personality traits and how those related to
colours. We created lists of hobbies that also
matched that colour. We then added language of
the senses to create rich poetic language. Once
the students had their poems completed, I added
their paint colour and matching supplies to the
kits and arranged a pick up day at the school.
Because some of the students did return to the
school, we were able to work on the project
together, but we first discussed the steps during
an online meeting through TEAMS. This gave
everyone a chance to learn and ask questions.
The students worked hard on their poems and
masks, and then submitted mask photos and
recordings of their poems. Some students were
unable to record themselves, so I chose lines
from their poems that could be included in the
video.
With the various components in place, I was able to edit together
a class video representing their hard work. We watched it
together during an online meeting, and the students felt really
proud of the final product.
With the remaining funds, supplies were acquired to make
theatre blocks (as seen in the example below). The blocks were
not completed before the end of school, due to considerations
around Covid, but they will be built this summer from a member
of the school community. My school advisor was so excited
about using these blocks to raise the level of creativity in future
plays and performances.
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I want to express my deep gratitude for the opportunity to share this project with the students. It was a welcome
break from the challenges students faced in adapting to online learning and it allowed for creativity and joy in a time
the students so needed it. Thank you.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: KEVIN HATCH
School name: Nootka Elementary
Project: Creation & Production of a Radio Play
One of the most crushing realizations upon the outbreak of Covid-19, and the shift to online education - for both me
as Teacher Candidate and for the practicum class I was working with - was the fact that our class play could no
longer go on as scheduled. Throughout the course of the year, the students in the class I had been working with at
Nootka Elementary had spent numerous brainstorming sessions - hours of their time - throughout my Thursday
practicum visits, contributing ideas to plot and character. They had refined their suggestions and synthesized their
ideas in tandem with one another, to help create a cohesive, collaborative artistic endeavour: a school for spies
being infiltrated and spied on by evil spies, at which point the spy students would have to put their skills to the test,
out-spying professional evil spies - and just maybe saving the world along the way. I had just begun scripting their
ideas into dialogue and stage directions. Upon our return to school after Spring Break, the class would have begun
rehearsals for the show in earnest, coalescing in a final production on stage, with costumes, props, lighting in sound,
for the school’s Fine Arts Night in May. The production was a massive undertaking, which the class had poured so
much time, energy, and creative investment into already, with bountiful expectations of what was to come. And it
was not to be.
Disillusioning as it was, upon the shift of schooling and my teaching practicum to an online model, I knew that the
old maxim of ‘the show must go on’ had to hold true here. I became determined to somehow still bring their class
play into fruition, to allow them a sense of continuity to their school year before the pandemic. My hope was to allow
the class a sense of closure, that all of their work and ideas coalesced into something tangible. Most of all, I hoped
for an artistic endeavour that would bring our abruptly scattered class together as a community - something they
could feel excited for and proud of, as they wrapped their most unusual school year ever.
The prospect of reformatting our class play as a radio play came to me almost instantaneously, though the specifics
of it taking shape proved more complicated, due to our class being not only geographically scattered (with some
students staying with family out of country), but lacking synchronous meeting times, and, for many, stable internet
connections for video calls. As such, the funds from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award proved absolutely
essential, purchasing high-quality microphones and sound recording equipment that allowed our students to record
their lines audibly and clearly at a safe social distance. I was then able to edit together the string of recordings,
adding music, sound effects, and cleaning up the sound of recordings taken over occasionally variable internet
connection quality to assemble a single cohesive work.
The students found the process of recording their dialogue remotely exhilarating (“I feel like a celebrity podcaster!”
one quipped). In spite the unfortunate circumstances that resulted in the changed project, our revamped play ended
up being an unprecedented learning experience they would not otherwise have had, introducing them to the
different modality of voice acting, including trying different ‘takes’ and varying their inflection and emotion - and, for
some, taking the opportunity to improvise different dialogue. Several students in the group had never heard the
sound of their recorded voices played back to them before, leading to a slew of incredulous “THAT’S what I sound
like?!” comments. However, in spite of this exuberance, they treated the project seriously and comported
themselves like consummate professionals.
On the final week of the school year, our class gathered virtually, for an online ‘World Premiere Listening Party’ held
over Microsoft Teams (to ensure as many students as possible were able to attend), where we all listened to the
final product of all of their hard work, creativity, resilience, and adaptability. Listening to the play was peppered with
laughs and exclamations, and the meeting afterwards was awash with happy chatter. The play was a hit. The class
felt proud of their achievement, the experience had brought us all closer together - and, unlike a theatrical
production, we had all left the experience with a tangible artifact to remember each other, and our time together, by.
We can’t thank the Emily Longworth Memorial Award committee enough for making this possible! Your
phenomenally generous support has brought art, laughter, purpose, and community into the lives of our class,
allowing them to leave the isolation of their pandemic school year feeling closer and more accomplished than ever.
The link to the Nootka Class Radio Play:

NOOTKA CLASS RADIO PLAY (Audio Only) .mp4
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MARI A FAWCETT
School name: Sunrise Ridge
Project: Student-made Gift cards & Puzzles for seniors' home residents
With the change to online learning, I had to devise a new way for my practicum class to make connections with their
community. I contacted a local care facility: Zion Park Manor and talked to their director of activities to discuss how
the students could help the residents. I found that the residents could not use activity supplies such as colouring
books and puzzles, as they are unable to share with each other during COVID-19. Due to this, I decided to start the
community outreach project that involved my students writing letters and creating puzzles for residents in local care
homes.
To introduce the project, I began by reviewing the mind maps my
students had created about how the might help out their community
during COVID-19.
Many of them had some great ideas, including reaching out to
seniors. I was happy to see the students come up with these ideas
on their own. The mindmap activity worked as a great tool to get
them thinking about this project. After reflecting on how well they did
with their mindmaps and going over some of their ideas, I shared an
article with the students that discussed loneliness and seniors during
COVID-19. Online learning makes if challenging to show/ share
things directly with students, but I think this article helped them
understand the challenges facing seniors in a care home. Students volunteered to read different parts of the article
which we then discussed. Discussions that stemmed from this included how they would feel being isolated, unable
to interact face to face with their family and why having dementia makes it much more difficult for seniors in longterm care facilities to understand what is happening with the pandemic. I could tell students were using their
perspective-taking skills when discussing this topic.
Next, I had students reflect on a time that they received a letter in the mail and how that made them feel. Many of
them were able to share that it made them feel excited, special, and cared for. They were able to reason about how
receiving a letter is different than receiving an email because sending a letter takes more time and effort and is often
more personal. Together as a class, we identified the different parts of a letter, such as the greeting, the body
content, and the closing salutation. We brainstormed on what greetings were appropriate to use when writing a letter
to a stranger, what they might talk about in their letter, and how they could sign their letter. We also went over why
they would be sending me their letters to print off and mail and they were able to make the connection that the fewer
hands touching the letters, the less of a health risk for the senior residents. Lastly, with the help of volunteers, we
went over how I would address the envelope, a skill many of them seem to need more experience with.
Before sending students off to take photographs for the puzzle part of this project, I taught a lesson on
photographing nature. I made sure to have very clear criteria and supplied students with a checklist, as a challenge
of this project was the tight timeline (getting the puzzles made and shipped). Also, I wanted to ensure students were
submitting their best work. We examined Andy Goldsworthy’s art and discussed common characteristics of his art
such as the elements and shapes within his photos. We also looked at examples of good and bad photos to use for
puzzles and tied this in to recalling the audience of our puzzles (seniors who might have poor eyesight). Students
left the meeting very excited about this project, and seemed to have a good understanding of what would make a
good puzzle for a resident living in a care home.
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Reading through student’s letters to seniors, I can see they have been able to use their perspective taking skills to
better understand the situation that seniors in care homes are facing during COVID-19 Students recognized and
voiced that social distancing must be much harder on seniors than them. They wrote letters that communicated
information in a discussion like way and asked seniors questions that opened up the possibility of continued
communication. Also, using their knowledge of building relationships, many students drew upon similarities they and
the senior they were writing to might share, such as a love for solving puzzles. Many students chose to include a
joke to brighten the senior’s spirits, empathizing with residents who might be feeling depressed and lonely not being
able to visit with their friends and family. These letters were then glued into cards I painted for the residents.
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Many students really adopted the mentality of a professional
photographer, capturing interesting images that they then edited
to suite a puzzle. We had students share their photos with
others in the class to help inspire other students and create
more discussion around what does and does not make for a
good photograph. The students were extremely excited to see
which of their photographs would become a puzzle.
Almost every student submitted 10 pictures, of which, one was
chosen to be turned into a puzzle. The puzzles turned out great!
I was able to share them with the students by holding them up to
the camera in our team’s chat. The students were so proud of
themselves and each other for how professional their puzzles
looked. They were glad they put the time and effort into taking
multiple photos and appreciated that the outcome was worth
the process. Parents of students shared with me how excited
their kids were about their picture being turned into a puzzle for
a senior and this is a project I think they will definitely
remember about their grade 5 year.
With the hand-made cards, letters, and puzzles complete for
Zion Park Manor, I planned a biking field trip for the students
(those who came to school) to deliver them. Since we had so
few students (3 to be exact), we were able to go biking and
cover a larger distance for our delivery. Through this field-trip,
students were able to exercise, explore their community, and
build ties with community members. We delivered our puzzles
and cards to Zion Park Manor

Although we could not enter the facility, we were able to pass
over their puzzles and see them arrive at the destination.
The other half of the puzzles and cards were delivered to a
Chartwell retirement residence.
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Overall, I couldn’t be happier with the outcome of this community
outreach project. The student’s puzzles and letters are very much
appreciated by residents in the care homes and students were able to
practice multiple skills such as perspective taking, letter writing,
photography and they were able to gain a sense of efficacy. The
students talk so fondly of this project and I hope and believe that this
will be a project they will always remember doing in elementary
school. My students and I thank you so much for making this project
possible!

Here is an article that was published in the local newspaper about this
project:
https://www.cloverdalereporter.com/community/cloverdale-studentsmake-puzzles-for-care-home-residents/

Thank you to the Longworth Family for helping Sunrise Ridge
Elementary Division 6 make a difference in their community!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: HEATHER THOMAS
Thunderbird šxʷəxʷaʔəs Elementary School
Project: VanDusen Botanical Garden Portal to Nature – From Flower to Fruit
Project and Student Participation
Thanks to the generous funding from the Emily Longworth
Memorial Award we were able to provide our students with
access to VanDusen Botanical Garden’s Portal to Nature
program, From Flower to Fruit. Access to the online learning
portal was made available in lieu of our fieldtrip to VanDusen
Botanical Garden for their Pollinator Days program. From Flower
to Fruit is an interactive online learning experience that explores
pollination and the lifecycle of flowering plants. This curricular
enhancement opportunity was provided to 20 kindergarten
students at Thunderbird šxʷəxʷaʔəs Elementary School. As a
From Flower to Fruit online course offered by the
designated Enhanced Services Tier One Inner City School we
VanDusen Botanical Garden
were very pleased to provide this learning opportunity to our
students and their families free of cost. At a time of great flux and
challenge around delivering quality educational program during the COVID-19 situation we were also grateful to
provide students with an engaging learning opportunity that could be safely accessed from their homes. This was
also a valuable opportunity to build strong community ties between the University of British Columbia Teacher
Education program, Thunderbird šxʷəxʷaʔəs Elementary School and VanDusen Botanical Gardens.
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Learning Outcomes
During continuity of learning students and their families had the opportunity to access the From Flower to Fruit
program on Portal to Nature. We shared the information about accessing this opportunity with families on MS
Teams and by email in our weekly communication letter to parents. The From Flower to Fruit program included a
variety of learning activities, such as videos, quizzes, drawing activities and games to engage students in exploring
the process of pollination and flowering plant-life cycles. To enhance student learning and build meaningful
connections to provincial curriculum and the From Flower to Fruit
course I included learning activities related to the themes of the
course in our weekly continuity of learning plans. I was also able to
connect with students about the themes of the From Flower to Fruit
course during our class meetings on MS Teams. Enhancement
activities included online read alouds about life cycles and pollination;
physically distanced neighbourhood walks to explore which plants
were blooming and growing; math activities like pattern making using
material from nature; and drawing and story writing about seasonal
changes. When students returned to in-class instruction in June we
also explored the themes of From Flower to Fruit by reading picture
books and sharing ideas through class discussion.
Ms. Thomas shares the Very Hungry Caterpillar during
an online read aloud

The From Flower to Fruit course and the supplemental learning
activities made direct links to the British Columbia Provincial
Curriculum for Kindergarten. In particular, links were made to the following learning outcomes in the provincial
curriculum for Kindergarten in Science:



Big Ideas
Plants and animals have
observable features
Daily and seasonal
changes affect all living
things






Curricular Competencies
Demonstrating curiosity
and a sense of wonder
about the world
Making exploratory
observations using their
senses
Experiencing and
interpreting the local
environment
Transferring and applying
learning to new situations






Content
Basic needs of plants and
animals
Adaptations of local plants
and animals
Seasonal changes
Living things make
changes to accommodate
daily and seasonal cycles

Enhancement activities from our online class meetings and weekly continuity of learning plans enabled students to
make cross curricular connections to language arts, social studies, math, arts education and outdoor learning.
The students appeared to be very excited about
learning about seasonal changes and pollination.
During our weekly MS Teams class meetings one
student even shared his observations about the
caterpillars he and his family were keeping at home.
He was so excited to share his knowledge and
observations about his caterpillars transforming into
painted lady butterflies! This provided the class with
Exploring pattern making with different flowers
the opportunity to talk about the butterfly life cycle and learn
about metamorphosis. Students also expressed joy in being outside and learning more about nature in their
neighbourhoods. This was an important opportunity for both the students and myself build a close connection to the
natural world just outside our doors.
Throughout the spring and summer students in our class wrote about and drew pictures of the different plants they
saw blooming around their homes. They also made connections to other changes in nature they observed such as
goslings making the transformation from baby birds to adult Canada geese. It was amazing to witness their zest for
life and learning throughout all of the challenges we encountered with distance learning and social distancing this
school year!
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Final Budget and Expenditures
The final budget with actual expenditures for this project was $300.00. This fee covered the initial fieldtrip cost of
participation in the Pollinator Days field trip and was put towards accessing the From Flower to Fruit learning
platform when all field trips were cancelled due to the situation around COVID-19.

Appreciations
I would like to extend my sincere and heartfelt appreciation to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award committee for
the learning opportunities made possible through their generous funding. It is an honour to be a recipient of this
award and I am grateful for the chance to provide this learning resource to my students at a time when our school
community navigated the transition to distance learning. This award also provided a valuable professional and
intellectual growth opportunity for me as a pre-service teacher. I deeply appreciate the opportunity to develop my
organizational and communication skills, as well as help to build stronger relationships between various
organizations within my community. Thank you so much for helping me and my students learn this year!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: GINA KAR ALIOLIOS
East Kensington Outdoor School
Project: School Garden and A Rocha Canada
Dear Emily Longworth Committee,
Thank you for the opportunity to garden with the students. They absolutely loved the process of learning about the
garden and creating their very own garden. This will be something they remember and continue to nurture for a
lifetime.
The funds were used towards a package for each student which included:
 a garden trowel/shovel
 3 different seeds (radish, lettuce, pumpkin)
 a birdhouse (we painted in class)
 gardening gloves
 a gardening container
 2 messages
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Messages sent home with the students:
Garden Learning
East Kensington resides on the land of the
Semiahmoo and Katzie First Nations.
Traditional ecological knowledge incorporates
care for the land, sustainable practices, food
security, reciprocity, and a better future for all
people. First Peoples think about the time of
year for appropriate planting, selective
harvesting, and ensuring there is something to
harvest in all seasons.
To make a connection to the land that you live
on, make a list of the plants growing near you
and do some research on them. You may learn
the many different ways each plant can be
used. Remember to be patient and take the
time to nurture and care for your garden.
- First Nations Education Steering
Committee

Gardening Steps
In your garden package you have:
- A garden trowel/shovel
- Seeds – Radish, Lettuce, Pumpkin
- Gardening Gloves
- A bird house
- A garden container
You can plant your radish and lettuce seeds
right away and you will be able to harvest them
in the summer.
You can plant your pumpkin seeds in the
middle of July to have them ready for
Halloween. Remember pumpkins need a lot of
room to grow. Plant 3-5 pumpkin seeds 1 inch
into the ground. All directions are on the back of
each seed packet.
Decorate your garden with your beautiful bird
house.
Thank you all for gardening with me. It has
been awesome to see your scrap gardens and
all the learning you are doing. I hope you enjoy
planting your very own garden. Please
email photos of you planting your garden and
using your materials and send them to
gkaraliolios@surreyschools.ca
Thank you!
-Ms.K, Ms. Leslie and Ms. Messcu

The kids loved painting their own birdhouse and they were so happy about their own little garden. They said things
like "I'm going to plant my very own garden when I get home" "I needed some new gloves" "I love radishes" I can't
wait to carve my pumpkin for Halloween."
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“Nature breeds curiosity; it helps to grow explorers rather than robots. It reminds us that we are part of something
bigger. It grounds us, calms us.”
- Ben Palmer-Fry
I had the absolute privilege of having my practicum at an outdoor school where value is put on the teachings of
nature and all of the knowledge that it provides and as such the students had a great passion towards learning
about growing and planting and extending themselves to be more sustainable in their everyday lives. At such a
young age, these students already have the utmost respect for nature – they care about nurturing all that nature
provides us with and I could not be more proud of how they have taken this idea of growing something from the dirt
and teaching their siblings and their families. Students learned about companion planting (planting certain plants
near each other for the best growth), the responsibility of watering their garden, tilling the soil, the proper amount of
sunlight, the proper way to harvest, perennial plants that come back each year, pollination, biodiversity in the
garden, and rewarding themselves with something that they helped nurture and create.
I have asked that the remaining funds be used to provide students with the beautiful learning experience at A Rocha
once it is safe to do so or to continue to add to their newly prepared Medicine Wheel garden which I also had the
opportunity to be a part of and learn from. The Medicine Wheel garden incorporates First Peoples knowledge and
perspective and extends the important teachings of reciprocal relationships.
The chance to love and care for nature comes from understanding the beauty, strength, and power of nature. Our
students have already developed this love as they watch their own seeds grow. We discussed as a class that as the
seeds grow, the students grow as well - always changing, learning, and adapting. I am so thrilled that our students
were given this incredible learning experience.
“Teaching children about the natural world should be treated as one of the most important events in their lives.”
- Thomas Berry
I would like to extend much gratitude and thanks to the Longworth Family. With your help students were given a
valuable and impactful learning experience.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ELIESSE HARPAZ
School name: Aubrey Elementary
Project: Read-Alouds of French Picture Books (curriculum enhancement for virtual learning)
Photos or other artifacts directly related to student participation
1. Home page of my playlist

2. In the first week of the link being live, there have
already been 227 views.
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3. Example of follow-up questions and activities assigned to my students

4. Example of how other
teachers are using the
resource

Summary of activities and how
related to curriculum and learning outcomes

they

My initial project was a field trip to the Vancouver Aquarium but due to the pandemic, it was cancelled. My students
were really looking forward to exploring the Aquarium, participating in a wet lab and expanding their knowledge of
sea creatures. They were upset that the field trip did not happen. With that, I really wanted to support my students in
a different way.
I decided to use the funds towards completing my Community Field Experience and my practicum. With the funds, I
was able to purchase relevant and diverse picture books. I am so grateful to have been a recipient of the Emily
Longworth Memorial Award. Without the funds and with no libraries open, I would not have been able to get my
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hands on enough French books. Following copyright guidelines, I did read-alouds of French picture books and
created a playlist on YouTube. My goal with this project was to create an extra resource for French immersion
students so that they could continue to improve their French literacy skills while learning at home.
Back in April when I was spending all my time brainstorming and researching ideas for home learning, it became
clear to me that there were not a lot of literacy resources suitable for FSL learners. One of the activities in my first
weekly assignment was to listen to an audiobook. I had quite a few parents express to me that the audiobooks were
great. I wanted to keep on including one each week, the problem was, there are not that many available.
Furthermore, during the first week of my practicum and while communicating with parents, it became clear to me
that one of the biggest deficiencies for French Immersion students during this pandemic, was the lack of interaction
with the French language at home. Many parents that I spoke with were worried that their child(ren) would lose a lot
of their French during home learning as their students were not getting the same exposure that they would have
gotten in the classroom. I was sure that many other parents in the community were feeling the same way. Therefore,
by reading aloud picture books and recording them, I was able to provide an additional French literacy resource. For
the stories that I assigned in my weekly assignment, I included follow-up activities for the students to complete. All of
my activities were heavily connected to the grade three and four curriculum. While most of the activities focused on
building literacy skills, some were also interdisciplinary.
The link to the unlisted playlist was shared with the French Immersion teachers at my school, with a neighbouring
elementary school and with my fellow teacher candidates in a grade or three class. Teachers have simply passed
on the link to their students and others have used them for assignments. Videos are unlisted because of copyright
guidelines. Only people with the link can access the videos. At the time of writing, there are a total of 23 videos.
Depending on how many of my students return to the classroom, I might continue to upload videos or I might do
read-alouds with the students in the classroom.
Talking with my students, they tell me that they love the videos and that they love hearing my voice. At last check,
there has been a total of 227 views in the first week of the link being live. I am sure that the number will continue to
rise over the next five weeks. The videos will be taken down, as per copyright guidelines, on June 30th, 2020.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JACQUELINE LEE
Edmonds Community School
Project: Chicken Egg Hatching project and sets of Scholastic animal books
Due to the circumstances with Covid-19, my original plan for a field trip to Grouse Mountain was cancelled.
However, thank you to Emily Longworth Memorial Award, I was able to spend the funding on a different project. The
project consisted of chicken egg hatching project and a set of Scholastic animal books to compliment my student’s
learning. Unfortunately, the set of books had a delay arrival. Nonetheless, my grade 1 / 2 students had the
opportunity to learn about the life cycle of a chicken through the chicken egg hatching project.
The majority of our practicum was done through online teaching with two days of in-class teaching in June. In order
to provide a multimodal learning experience for my students, I utilized an app called Instagram to post daily update
of the chicken eggs and the class blog to post videos. Through photos and looking under the scope, both in-class
learning students and online learning students recorded their observations and predictions in their life cycle of a
chicken journal. And when the eggs hatched into chicks, in-class learning students had the chance to hold and
interact with them. For online-learning students, they got to touch and hold the chicks when they came to school to
pick up their report cards on the last day of school. The egg hatching project made this inquiry-based unit more
experiential and offered more cross-curricular learning opportunities. Some cross-curricular connections included
language arts and Art, where students got to listen to stories related to chicken and created their own life cycle of a
chicken art. Not only did my students learned about the life cycle of a chicken, they also learned new vocabulary
and the anatomy of a chick. My students were able to communicate their observations using oral and written
languages. Furthermore, they demonstrated their curiosity about the chicks by asking questions such as ‘What will
they look like when they get bigger, what do they eat and why do they need the heat lamp?’.
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This inquiry-based unit and
the
experience of observing the
growth of a baby chick allowed my students to have a richer learning
opportunity. I ended the unit with a colouring page of a farm with chicken
coop, baby chicks, a hen and a rooster. Students were curious about
where the baby chicks would look like as they grow older and where they
would live. This unit sparked their curiosity and developed many skills for them, particularly questioning and
predicting. Overall, this project was a success and they all enjoyed this egg hatching project! Thank you again for
providing the opportunity for my students to have this hands-on learning experience!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CHARISSA HIELEMA
Como Lake Middle School
Project: Physical Movement & Activity
Hello, my name is Charissa Hielema and I am finishing up my degree in the middle year’s cohort. I first want to
thank you for your generosity in providing an extra opportunity for my students to experience an increase of joy
amidst a challenging time! My initial proposal and grant were going to go towards a canoeing experience where my
students were going to experience the great outdoors, while drawing on the First People’s principles of learning and
tying their experience into our social studies unit on ancient civilizations. Due to the many changes that we all have
experienced due to COVID-19, my students will no longer be able to go on their canoeing adventure.
As the learning platform has shifted to online, my students began to focus on literacy and numeracy as they
manage, adapt and set goals towards their online learning. During the month of June, I transitioned to focus on
health and career education. The students learnt, resiliency, adaptation and flexibility during these radical changes
in their school life. Through the generous opportunity that the Emily Longworth Memorial Scholarship granted gave
students the excitement of exiting the year as they picked up their report cards with a smile on their face. As they
picked up an ice cream treat of their choice, we can draw from the BC curriculum focusing on the big idea that
“healthy choices influence our physical, emotional and mental wellbeing”. Further, students focused on the big idea
from health and career education: “safe environments depend on everyone following safety rules”. Lastly, our last
curricular goal for June was, “achieving our learning goals requires effort and perseverance”. Personally, I have
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seen my students striving to persevere through the changes, applying the importance of health safety during our
global pandemic.
Through the collaboration of a grade 6-8 team at Como Lake Middle School, I arranged a social distanced ice cream
walk by to celebrate their hard work! The provision of ice cream allowed to students to celebrate the end of their
lighthearted and on a positive and joyful note! It was beautiful to see the smiles of children as they walked by and
picked up their report card and summer treat. It was a beautiful and positive way to end the school year and my
practicum experience.
Thank you. Your generosity allowed for my students to finish a challenging year with joy across their faces as they
exited Como Lake Middle School to close a school year affected by a global pandemic.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SAM LOISELLE
École Woodward Hill Elementary
Project: Art Inspiration Painting
This year’s Emily Longworth projects might look a little different. However, thanks to this memorial award students
were still afforded the opportunity to connect, engage and explore during the global pandemic. With this award, I
was able to provide an at home learning experience for students that involved exploring artists and painting with real
canvas. This project was named the Inspiration Project and students were given the opportunity to research an artist
that sparked inspiration in them. I created an online art
room to help guide student’s inquiry
(https://samisloiselle.wixsite.com/mysite/sam). This art
room included different artists, different search sites,
themes like the Black Lives Matter movement and skills to
draw upon for their painting. Then students were able to
pick up their canvas, paint and paint brushes from the
school. Students were then asked to create a painting that
related to something they love, are passionate about or
express something about themselves. This was left open
for the students to choose so that they could express what
they needed to during these uncertain times.
This project touched upon many creative aspects of the art
curriculum along with the core competencies. In addition,
we were able to bring a social-emotional focus to this project. Throughout online crisis learning, I made space for
social-emotional learning and awareness given the situation we were all
in. I believed that this was crucial for students as they dealt with the
pandemic, issues at home and more. We learnt about self-awareness,
self-management strategies, empathy and responsible decision making
over the weeks we spent together. This project served as a wrap up for
our SEL unit and their grade 7 year as a whole. The open-endedness of
this project allowed students to express SEL skills that they are proud of,
events in their life that they enjoyed, places that make them happy and
so much more. For example, to the left is a painting done by a student
who really struggled during online learning. However, they thrived in our
SEL journey and painted a spot that brought them happiness and comfort
in these difficult times. That is just one example from a class of 25. On
the last page are examples of more work done by the students.
Students were asked to submit a short write up with their painting explaining what artist they took inspiration from,
what they painted and why. They all submitted thoughtful and beautiful pieces of work that expressed something
very important to them. Some students painted their favourite place to visit during the pandemic, other students
painted about the injustices in the world and others painted abstract images that provoked deep thoughts in
themselves.
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These students, probably like many others out there, were shaken by the virus and its distressing effects on our
world. They needed SEL focus and an outlet to express their feelings. This project allowed them to do just that. So,
the class and I owe a huge thank you to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award and everyone who makes it possible.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ERIN SIDDALL
Nootka Elementary School and Vivo Media Arts
Project: Community and Connection Matters - Online Video Production
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Grant I was able to create an inclusive online workshop for our grade 6/7
class to create a film to communicate and share what has become ways they connect to community during the
separation of imposed quarantine restrictions for Covid. We used the grant to work in partnership with Vivo Media
Arts Center filmmaking facilitator Alysha Seriani. It is important to recognize that this grant was originally conceived
of as a hands-on film-making experience for the students to make short films about a social justice issue of their
choice in small groups. We needed to adapt the original idea so that it would be feasible and meaningful during
Covid. After some thought, we decided to host 3 meetings online, and a photo walk to create a film about the
experience of what we have been noticing and how that has created a sense of connection, instead of separation. It
was such a success, and was definitely the highlight of the remote learning and back to school blend in June for the
educators and learners alike! We met 3 times online building a connection together and brainstorming what topics
to focus on, and if we would use sound or have it be silent. Next we explored stop-motion video production
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techniques students could make from their devices. We also left an option to participate by finding images online
and submitting. Next we did the photo walk to collect our images for the film. In order to keep it inclusive for
everyone, we had in-class students participate in a group photo walk June 17 to collect material, while remote
learners did the walk on their own. Here are some images of the photo walk in the Renfrew Ravine adjacent to the
school recording their ‘noticings’.

The project culminated in the creation of a collaborative video we titled HELLO NATURE showing all participating
student perspectives in a collage. Included here are a few stills from the film. It can also be viewed in its entirety
here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/alf380wej64zudu/HELLO%20NATURE.mov?dl=0.
The film had a predominant nature theme, with some human-made and city elements.

This project was important learning for 6/7 students for a variety of reasons. Media literate students can understand
and communicate with different media forms, such as video. When they understand how meaning is made with
images, they can see how what influence media has on their worldviews. By becoming more aware of how images
communicate can be less influenced by discriminatory message, and can instead become the creators of media that
reflects their own thoughts and experiences. One of the unique challenges with this project was because learning
was voluntary during June. It turned out that the learners were very excited to learn about stop motion animation
techniques and create a collaborative film together. 80 percent of learners in the class took part and the results
were phenomenal. We encouraged participation by giving credit towards Language Arts, Arts, and Social Studies
final assessment. Community and Connection matters Video Production connects to Big ideas, Curricular
competencies and content for grade 6/7 in a variety of ways. Gaining literacy as makers and viewers of media will
help students understand how the language of video can be used purposefully. We investigated how media sources
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both positively and negatively affect our understanding of important events and issues such as Covid. Furthermore,
experience and creating videos were a means to develop empathy for others’ perspectives and experiences in order
to demonstrate an understanding for the social and culture contexts embedded within. It was valuable for students
to become aware of the personal and collective responsibilities in media making. Thank you again Emily Longworth
Memorial Grant!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: BRYNN HENDRIX
Jessie Lee Elementary
Project: Out in Schools Virtual Workshop
On Friday June 19, students from two grade 6 and 7 classes at Jessie Lee Elementary had the opportunity to
participate in an Out in Schools presentation thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. I initially proposed to
take the two classes to Science World to deepen our
learning during our electricity unit and experience the live
electricity show. However, with the suspension of in class
instruction the original plan was no longer feasible. I
proposed a revised plan for the students to attend a virtual
presentation with Out In Schools. Out in Schools is a
program that uses film to promote inclusive and safe
learning environments for all students and facilitates
conversation about LGBT2Q+ experiences.
The Out In Schools presentation was a hybrid learning
experience where a few of us were in school on site and
some students were doing at home learning. On this
particular Friday, we had two students learning in class and
the other students were able to attend the remote
presentation by joining a Zoom meeting. The presentation
was 90 minutes. The Out In Schools team established a safe
space for students to have conversations and contribute to
the discussions by outlining how students could participate
during the presentation. There were different signs students
could enter into the chat if they made a connection to the
discussions and films. For example, typing (+++) was
making a connection to the film or ideas discussed. This
created a comfortable space for all students to participate
without having to write their own personal thoughts into the
chat if they were uncomfortable doing so. There was active
engagement of the students throughout the presentation
with symbols, and conversations about the videos or
questions posed.
Out In Schools gave an introduction explaining their program
and the presentation began with the main idea of the
importance of sharing stories. We had a discussion around
stories as a powerful way to learn and an important part to
exploring our identities. Next, discussions began around
terminology. Students learned more about terms such as
queer, transgender, cisgender, and Two Spirit. Out In Schools further engaged the students by sharing some
specific stories that shared LGBT2Q+ lived experiences in film. We watched 3 different videos and had a discussion
of the term Two Spirit that is used in some Indigenous communities. After each video we shared our thoughts and
reflections in the chat. One video was titled Violet and June and was a story of coming out and learning how to deal
with emotions. The second film was A Typical Fairytale that shared a story of a couple and their child and touched
on the concept of personal identity. The princess in the fairy-tale is their child and she expresses that she is a boy
and as the story goes on the parents support their child to live as he wants to. Many of our students made
connections to the shared experiences, whether it was in connecting to the positive support individuals were facing
or the challenges that they were facing. To end the conversation, Out In Schools discussed ideas of how we can be
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an ally beside, in front and behind LGBT2Q+ people. We learned how we could be an ally to support others and
help stop discrimination and bullying when we see it happening.

The next school day, we reflected as a class about the
Out In Schools zoom presentation and what we learned.
Students that were in attendance that day, participated
in a centimetre response to the presentation. I asked
students to reflect on the Out In Schools presentation
and choose which response they felt most closely fit
their learning experience. Student responses are below.
We discussed turning to trusted, safe individuals in our
lives for help and support with our health, well-being
and relationships. We all learned from the virtual
presentation and listened to stories that showed us
perspectives that aren’t always represented. In our
learning, the following curriculum was explored:
Big Idea: Learning about similarities and differences in
individuals and groups influences community health.
Curricular competencies:
 Describe and assess strategies for responding to discrimination, stereotyping and bullying
 Explore strategies for promoting the health and well-being of the school and community
Content:
 Influences of physical, emotional and social changes on identities and relationships
 Consequences of bullying, stereotyping and discrimination
This opportunity would not have been possible without the funding of the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. Thank
you for supporting the virtual presentation with Out In Schools that allowed students to learn more about the
importance of physical, emotional and social changes on our identities and relationships. Thank you!
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